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1. INTR~DuCTI~N AND SUMMARY 
Huber [7] developed a theory of robust estimation of a location 
parameter and iater extended the theory to estimation of regression 
parameters in the linear model (Huber [8]). Collins [I43 considered a 
special modification of Huber’s robust estimation theory in the location 
model, in which the unknown error distribution in this model was assumed 
to be symmetrical on a central region and completely unknown and 
possibly asymmetric in the tail regions. Robust estimators of location for 
this model were found within the class of “re-descending” M-estimators 
with “influence curves” vanishing outside a compact set. (Such re- 
descending M-estimators were first considered in Andrews et al. [ 11.) 
The purpose of the present research is: (1) to present improvements in 
the results of Collins [4] which yield new “robust” estimators with much 
stronger asymptotic optimahty properties; and (2) to extend the results of 
Collins [4], with the improvements, from the location model to the linear 
model. 
Consider the linear model 
where 3”) = (X, ,..., X,)’ is an n x 1 random vector, C’“‘= ((cr’)) is an 
n x p matrix of known constants, 6 = (0, ,..., 0,)’ is a p x 1 vector of 
unknown parameters to be estimated, and I?“) = (E, ,..., E,)’ is an n x 1 vec- 
tor of independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random errors, each with 
distribution function F. 
As in Huber [7], F is an unknown member of a specified class of dis- 
tribution functions 9. Given a specified class 9, M-estimators of 8 will be 
constructed which will be shown to be consistent and asymptotically nor- 
mally distributed for all F in 9, and estimators will be found which are 
most robust (i.e., which satisfy certain reasonable asymptotic optimality 
criteria}. All asymptotics will be of the simplest type considered by 
Huber [S]; namely, with p remaining fixed as n + cc. 
Results for the location model (i.e., the special case of linear model (1.1) 
where p= 1 and C?)= (1, l,..., 1)‘) are presented in Section 2. As in 
Collins [4], the following model is considered: F is in 9U,,E if it is governed 
on the set [-a,,, ao] by the standard normal density contaminated, with 
probability E, by an unknown density g which is symmetric about 0; out- 
side the interval [-a,, a,], F is completely unknown. (The parameters a, 
(a0 > 0) and E (0 < E < 1) are assumed to have known values). It was shown 
in Collins 143 that certain M-estimators of 8 (i.e. solutions of 
C:=, tj(X,-- I!?) = 0 obtained by a certain algorithm) are consistent and 
asymptotically normal for all F in 9&: whenever 1(1 lies in a specified class 
6X3,20,2-4 
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ul,. of functions which vanish off C-c, c], where c is a certain number 
which is strictly less than a,. Within the special subclass of M-estimators 
based on II/ in Yc, an estimator which is optimal in the sense of minimax 
asymptotic variance was found (Theorem 3.1 of Collins [4]). However this 
is a somewhat unsatisfactory result, since “optimality” is obtained only 
after imposing very restrictive and artificial side conditions on the class of 
estimators to be considered. In Section 2, a sequence of M-estimators is 
found which is optimal (in the sense of minimizing the asymptotic mean 
squared error as F ranges over YQO,,) within the class of all M-estimators. A 
solution turns out to be a two-stage procedure, where at each stage one 
solves C;= I 3/(X, - 8) = 0 for s by a particular algorithm based on a Ifi in 
Y, for some c, 0 <c < a,. At the second stage, one can take c arbitrarily 
close to ao. The fact that II/ must vanish off a set C-c, c] is forced by the 
nature of the specification of &,,, and the optimality criterion. 
Section 3 presents the construction of consistent and asymptotically nor- 
mal estimators of the regression vector 8 in the linear model ( 1.1). The 
assumptions on the sequence of design matrices in model ( 1.1) are: 
sup Ic;,v’l < co (1.2) 
i. i.n 
and 
(C’“‘)‘C’“‘/n converges to a positive definite matrix C, as n + co. (1.3) 
Two distinct models for .q are considered: (i) the class @& of Section 2; 
and (ii) the class @c&UO,hO, of all distributions which on a fixed set 
[ --a,, b,] are governed by a knouln- and perhaps asymmetrical-density f 
(outside of [--a,,, b,] the distribution is completely arbitrary). The model 
&,o,ho, is more general than the model 9& in that the central part of the 
distribution is allowed to be asymmetrical, but is less general in the sense 
that the density on [ --a,, b,] is completely known. For if a small amount 
of unknown contamination of a known asymmetric density f on [ --ao, h,] 
is included in the model, then the parameter 8 would be unidentifiable. 
As an application of the model with error distribution in 9[ -uO.hOl, con- 
sider the common model in reliability theory of a component with a failure 
rate function with a “bathtub” shape (Barlow and Proschan [2, p. 55)). 
That is, the failure rate is initially decreasing during a “burn-in” phase, 
then constant during a “useful life” phase, and finally increasing during a 
“wear-out” phase. Now suppose that one knows that a certain type of com- 
ponent has a useful life of known length T and known constant failure rate 
1 during its useful life. Suppose further that the failure rate function is com- 
pletely unknown (aside from being monotone) during the “burn-in” and 
“wear-out” phases, and that one is interested in estimating the unknown 
point in time 0 at which the “burn-in” phase ends and the “useful life” 
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phase begins. So one observes n i.i.d. failure times X, ,,.., A’, from a failure 
distribution with density function f(x) = 1 exp[ - A(x - 0)] on [0, 6’+ T], 
with f(x) unknown on [0,&j u [e+ T, co). Then the problem of 
estimating 8 is a special case (the location submodel) of the model con- 
sidered in Section 3, and one can estimate 8 using the procedure of Sec- 
tion 3 with the optimal choice of J/ (derived in Sect. 4). 
For both the error distribution models 9 = 9&, and 9 = 4 -ao,b,,l the 
most difftcult step in the derivation in Section 3 is finding a preliminary or 
initial estimator of 8 which is consistent uniformly over all F in 9. For the 
model 9&, a consistent initial estimator is obtained by an extension of the 
method used for the location model in Collins [4], i.e., the Newton’s 
method solution of C +(Xi - 6) = 0 using the sample median of the Xi’s as 
the starting value. For the model ~~-c-Uo,603 a consistent initial estimator is 
constructed in quite a different way; namely, by taking advantage of the 
fact that the shape of the error density f is exactly known on [--a,, b,] 
and finding an estimated value of 0 which minimizes an appropriate 
“distance” between f and an empirically constructed estimate off: (This 
method is moderately adaptive and probably somewhat slow to approach 
its asymptotic behavior as n increases). For the model gU,,,, the strong 
assumption is made that conditions (1.2) and (1.3) are achieved by con- 
structing design matrices C@) by repeating p fixed linearly independent 
rows as n -+ 00. For the model 9c-u0.bol only assumptions (1.2) and (1.3) 
are required, because (1.2) and (1.3) force the existence of p accumulation 
points (in [WJ’) of the rows of C as n -+ cx). Then consistent initial estimators 
are constructed using only data corresponding to points in close 
neighborhoods of the accumulation points. It is clear that the method used 
for the model 9&, can also be modified (with some additional com- 
plications) to work (asymptotically) under only conditions (1.2) and (1.3). 
However, it would seem that higher small-sample efficiency could be 
achieved with designs repeating only p rows, so that all the data available 
could be used to construct the initial estimator. 
Section 4 considers the problem of finding optimal M-estimators among 
the class of consistent and asymptotically normal M-estimators of the 
linear model parameters. For the error distribution model 9&,, the 
asymptotic minimax results are a straight-forward generalization of the 
corresponding results for the location model. For the model 9L.-uo,hol, the 
asymptotic covariance matrix for the M-estimators constructed in Section 3 
is C; ’ V($, j), where 
Vll/? f) = 1,“” 
--uo 
V(x) f(x) dx - [ J60 
--110 
tib) f(x) dx]ljl 
D 
bo $(x)f’(x) dx *. 
-w 1 
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The problem of obtaining an optimal choice of Ic/ by minimizing V($, ,f) is 
solved in Section 4. 
Analogues of the results in this paper have also been developed for the 
models with an unknown scale parameter included. That is, the error dis- 
tributions have densities of the form f[(x - 8)/o], where both 0 and cr are 
unknown and f is an unknown member of 9& or 9rCoo,ho,. In the scale- 
unknown case (which is of much greater practical interest than the scale- 
known case), the methods of Section 3 have been modified to produce con- 
sistent and asymptotically normal estimators of 8 by incorporating 
reasonable estimators of the unknown nuisance ‘parameter (T into the 
procedures. Extensions of the results to the unknown scale case are found 
in Sheahan [lo] and Zheng [ 121 for the error distribution models 9&,,: 
and 9r -ao.ho3, respectively. 
2. IMPROVED RESULTS FOR THE LOCATION MODEL 
The following model was considered in Collins [4]. Let a0 > 0 and E 
(0 < E < 1) be fixed numbers satisfying further restrictions to be given later. 
Let 9&E denote the class of distribution functions F which have a density of 
the form f(x) = (1 -E) b(x) + &g(x) for XE [--a,, a,] where 4(x) = 
@zr)- “* exp( -x2/2) is the standard normal density and g is an unknown 
density function satisfying g(x) = g( -x) for all x E [--a,, aa]. That is, on 
the interval [-a,,, a,], F has a standard normal density contaminated, 
with probability E, by an arbitrary density symmetric about 0; outside the 
interval [ --a,, a,], F is completely unknown. 
Let X, ,..., X,, be i.i.d. random variables, each with distribution function 
F(x - 8). where F is an unknown member of P&, and 8 is an unknown 
location parameter to be estimated. The problem is to find a “robust” 
estimator of 8 for this model. 
In [4], it was overlooked that the parameter 8 in the model may be 
unidentifiable, i.e. that there may exist FE 9&E and G E 9&, and 8 I # 82 
such that F(x - 8,) = G(x - 8,) for all x E R. Conditions on a, and E for 8 
to be identifiable are described as follows. For each 8 > 0, define 
be(x) =4(x) ~c-‘xoo,oo7 (x) for x E [ -8/2, 8/2] where ItPU,,,,(x) = 1 if 
XE [--a,,, a,] and =0 if x$ [--a,, uo]. Then define h,(x) for all XE R by 
taking b@(x) to be the periodic extension of b, on [ -812, e/2], with period 
8. Then with B(8) defined for 8 > 0 by B(8) = j”?“u’,” b,(x) dx, it is easily seen 
that a sufficient condition for 8 to be identifiable in the model is that 
(1 --a) inf B(8)> 1, (2.1) H>O 
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and that a necessary and sufficient condition for # to be identifiable is that 
(0: B(B)> l/(1 --E)} n 8: 
i 1 
uo [b@(X) - 4(x)] dx < E/( 1 -E) = 125. (2.2) 
-a0 i 
A proof of this is given in Collins [6]. Condition (2.2), which can easily be 
checked, holds when a, is reasonable large and E is reasonable small. 
In order to formulate clearly an asymptotic optimality problem for this 
model, a precise definition of the class of “M-estimators” of 0 is required. 
First define Y as the class of functions I,+: R -+ R which are continuous, 
have piecewise continuous derivatives, and satisfy 
i 
8: f lj(xi-8)=o #QI 
i= I I 
(2.3) 
for all (x ,,..., X,)E R”. Given Ic/ E Y, let T+: R” + 58, n = 1, 2 ,.,., be a 
sequence of measurable functions with the property that Tn,$ maps 
(x, ,..., x,,) into the (necessarily non-empty) set (0: C;=, $(xi- 0) = 0). 
Then the sequence of estimators 
Tn.@, ,..., x,), n = 1, 2,..., 
is said to be a sequence of M-estimators of 0 based on Ic/. Note that (i) all 
such estimators are location-invariant and (ii) given a fixed tj in Y, there 
may be many different sequences {T,+} of M-estimators based on tj (this 
is always the case for 1,6 vanishing outside a compact set). 
Given a II/ in Y, and a corresponding sequence of M-estimators ( T,,,$}), a 
reasonable asymptotic measure of the robustness of { $, IT,,,} } for 
estimating l3 is 
sup lim sup sup E,(n( Tn,$ - 0)’ A b}, (2.4) 
h>O n+ucs FE .YdOJ 
where E, denotes expectation when XI,..., X, are i.i.d. with distribution 
function F(x - 0). Since T,,@ and (2.4) are location-invariant, we assume 
from now on that B=O and write (2.4) as 
sup lim sup sup Efi-{nc,ti A b}. 
b>O n-m FE 3oo.c 
In Theorem 2.1 which follows, we shall evaluate 
(2.5) 
inf sup lim sup sup E,{nc,, A b), 
lIL.iT”.,)) 6s0 n-m FEF”o.” 
(2.6) 
where the infimum is taken over all $ and Y and over all T,,$ based on $. 
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Also we shall, given any 6 > 0, find a $(6) E !P and a sequence { T,,i,d)} 
such that 
sup lim sup sup E,[nr;,,,,, A b] 
h>O ,r+-x FE .F<,o.t 
< inf sup lim sup sup EF{nc,+ A 6) + 6. 
ilL.f~“.@ll b>0 n-m FEFqp 
(2.7) 
To describe the construction of a sequence satisfying (2.7), some more 
preliminaries are required. For each c > 0, define Ye to be the class of con- 
tinuous functions $ with piecewise continuous derivatives and which satisfy 
Ii/(x) = -$(-x) for all x and +(x) = 0 for 1x1 > c. Clearly Y,. is contained 
in Y for each c >O. For O< ~<a,, $ E Y,. and FEL&, define the 
functional V(I(/, F) by 
For 0 < c < a,, let $r denote the I/I in Y,. (unique up to a multiplicative 
constant) which minimizes sup{ V($, F): FE~&,~} over !Pc. Note that this 
supremum must be finite by the identifiability condition (2.2). By 
Theorem 3.1 of Collins [4], we have that 
$f = x, 1x1 <*x0 
=x, tanh[f(c - 1x1)] sgn(x), x0 d Ix1 d c 
=o I-4 2 c, 
where x0 and x, are uniquely determined from c and E by 
x0=x, tanh[$,(c-x0)] 
and 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
- 2@(c) - 2@(x,) (2.11) 
where Q(x) = f’; m 4(t) dt. Furthermore we can write +,*(x) = 
-(f,*)‘(x)/‘,*(x) for x E C-c, c], wheref,* is a density of the form f(x) = 
(1 -E) 4(x) +&g(x) which minimizes sclc [(f’(x))‘lf(x)] dx. 
We define k = @- ’ [l/(2( 1 - E)) + 1 - @(a,)], and make two further 
assumptions on a, and E: 
a,-2k>O, (2.12) 
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and 
E/( 1 -E) < (4/x:)[ 1 - 4k2] exp[ -2k2] ~~“-2x X$&,,(X) d(x) dx, (2.13) 
where X, is determined from (2.10) and (2.11) when c = a, - 2k. Conditions 
(2.12) and (2.13) are easily verified for reasonably large a, and reasonably 
small E. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X, ,..., X,, be a random sample from F(x - 0), where F 
is unknown member of Fao,,, and where a, is sufficiently large and E suf- 
ficiently small that conditions (2.2), (2.12) and (2.13) hold. Then 
(0 inf sup lim sup sup E,(nc,$ A b} 
19.{~“,,)1 b>O n-‘x FE~f$.” 
ao = 1 C(f Z,‘)2/!fZJ dx - uo 
and (ii) given 6 > 0, (I pair {ti(S), { Tn,lLCsj}} for which 
suPbz o lim suPn + m sub F+ UnC,,c,, A b} exceeds (i) by less than 6 is 
given by the following: let M, denote the sample median of (A’,,..., X,), let c 
satisfy 0 < c < a, - 2k, let 
Tz,$;= the closest solution of I;=, $T(Xi-e)=O to M, 
and let (2.14) 
T ,,$(*, = the closest solution of C;=, IJ?~- &Xi - t3) = 0 to 
T&r where n > 0 is a number satisfying (2.15) 
1 I[]“.,:, (f,-.,2,,-,]<{li[f:,(f:~)2~:]}+6. (2.16) 
(In (2.14) and (2.15), define the estimator to be the smaller of the two 
solutions whenever there are two equally close solutions.) 
Proof The proof will sketched because much of it is similar to the 
proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in Collins [4]. First note that T,,eCaj is well- 
defined, since both $: and @&, are in !P and since continuity of II/T for 
y = c and y = a, - q implies the existence of (at most two points) tI* satisfy- 
ing 
icl $T(xi--e*)= Oand /8*-M,I =inf l&M,/ : i t,b;(xi-e)=o . 
i= 1 
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Also note that an 4 > 0 satisfying (2.16) exists, since s:<, (fT’)‘/f,* 7 
j?& (f”‘)‘/fzO as c t a,. Finally note that { T,,i(G,} as defined by (2.14) and 
(2.15) satisfies the definition of a sequence of M-estimators based on 
*;lb-q E !I? 
For F in .Y&,, define L,(t) ={ $,*(x-t) dF(x), and note that (by the 
definitions of F&, c and I/,*), we have 
A,;(t)=j’ $:(X-t)f(x)dx for tc [I-2k, 2k] (2.17) 
-‘ 
where f(x)= (1 -E) #(x)+&g(x) is the density of F for -c<x< c. 
Also note that: (i) L,(O)=0 for all F in FUG,; (ii) L>(t)= 
-(1-~)~~,*‘(~-?)$(~)~x+~~~~‘(~-~)g(x)dxfort~~-2k,2k];and 
(iii) the median of F (denoted m(F)) lies in C-k, k] for all F in ezO,,, 
Furthermore some calculation shows (see Collins [S] for details) that con- 
dition (2.13) is sufficient to guarantee that 
inf( - L>.(t): t E [ - 2k, 2k] > > 0 for all FE &,. (2.18) 
So the closest solution of J.&.(t) = 0 to m(F) is I = 0 for all FE 9&. Then 
proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 of [4], one can show that Tzti; 
(the closest solution of (l/n) x7=, Il/;*(X, - 0) = 0 to med(X, ,..., X,)) con- 
verges in probability to 0 = 0 as n + cc. [In the proof of Theorem 2.1 of 
141, IG/’ was assumed to be continuous, but the proof can be easily modified 
(see Collins [S] for details) for piecewise continuous $‘.I Furthermore, as 
in the proof of Theorem 2.2 of [4], it is seen that 
nil2 C;=, $;(x, - T;,,:) + 0 in probability under all F in 
9 OO,E, and that (2.19) 
n’/2T* a,+: -+ NO, J’($f, 0) in distribution under all F in 
9 U&E. (2.20) 
Since for any q >O, PF[n”2T&t*~ (--q/Z, q/2)] -+ 1 as n -+O for all 
FE&E, one can repeat the consistency and asymptotic normality 
argument, replacing T,,$: by T,,,,,, (with C-C’, v/21 replacing C-k, kl) 
to obtain that under all FEDS,,: (i) n”2T,,eLca, + 0 in probability, and 
(ii) n”2Tn,~,~, + N(0, V($&,, F)) in distribution. 
Now note that if II/ E Y,. for some 0 < c<c1,,, and if n”2TH,j, -+ 
N(0, I’($, F)) in distribution for FE F&, then SUP~,~ lim sup, _ m 
suPFE Y”O,E EFCnC,ti A 61 = vFE .F~~.~ V($, F). This is true because for each 
b >O, convergence in distribution of the bounded sequence of random 
variables { (n I’* T,,+ A bl/*) v (-b”*)) implies convergence of the moments 
of the sequence to those of the limiting distribution. In view of the minimax 
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variance results for Y,, the proof of the theorem will be complete upon 
showing the following: if $ E Y, but Ic/ 4 @PC for some c, 0 < c < a,, and if 
( T,+tif is any sequence of M-estimators based on tj, then 
~ub>~lim supndao su~~,+JG{n~,~ * bI= ~0. 
Suppose that $ E Y, but that Y $ ul,. for some c, 0 < c < a,. Then either: 
(i) $ does not vanish outside [--a,, a,], or (ii) II/ is not symmetric about 0 
on [---a,, a,]; or (iii) both (i) and (ii) hold. 
Suppose that (i) holds: Ic/ does not vanish outside [--a,, uo]. Then since 
$ is continuous, there is an interval Cd,, d2] such that [ -uo, a,] n 
[d,, d,] = /zr and Ill/(x)1 > 0 for XE [d,, d,]. Then there must be some 
F* E F& for which all of its mass which lies in the complement of the inter- 
val [ -uo, a,] is concentrated on the set [d,, d,] and for which 
[-a*, S*] n ;1;.‘{0} = 0 f or some 6* > 0. Let { T,,*} be any sequence of 
M-estimators based on $, i.e., T,,$ satisfies (l/n) C;= l I,&( Xi - Tn.,) = 0. 
Then lim SUP,~ _ ~ (E,, T,,,,)’ > (6*)2/2, so that 
sup hm sup sup E,(nT& A b) 
h>O n-m Ft.9 UO.l. 
3 sup lim sup EF.[nc., A h] 
b>O n+m 
= sup lim sup {Varfi-.[(n”2T,,ti A h”‘) v ( -b1j2)] 
h>O n-tm 
+ [E,.(n”2T,,, A b”‘) v ( -b”2)]2} 
> sup lim sup [E,,(~z”‘T,.~ A b”*) v ( -LJ”~)]~ = 00. 
h>O ,I’T 
Clearly the same holds if $ satisfies (ii) or (iii). 1 
We remark that there are other possible sequences of optimal estimators 
of 8. Other +-functions besides 1+9: could be used at the first stage of the 
two-stage estimation procedure. Also rather than take “closest solutions to 
the sample median,” one could take (at either or both stages) solutions of 
the M-equation by Newton’s method (but not “one-step”) starting at the 
sample median, as described in Collins [4]. 
3. CONSISTENT AND ASYMPTOTICALLY NORMAL 
M-ESTIMATORS FOR THE LINEAR MODEL 
Consider the linear model ( 1.1) 
x(n) = c’“‘e + EC”) 
where X(‘) = (X, ,..., X,)’ is an n x 1 random vector, C’“‘= ((cij)) = 
(c’, ,..., CL)’ is a known n x p design matrix, 8 = (0, ,..., 0,)’ is a p x 1 unknown 
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vector of regression parameters, and I?“’ = (E, ,..., E,,)’ is a vector of ran- 
dom errors. We shall omit the superscript (n) and write the model from 
now on as X= CB + E. As in Section 2 assume that the E,‘s are independent 
observations from an error distribution F which is an unknown member of 
a class F for which the distribution outside a fixed set C--Q, b,] is com- 
pletely unspecified. 
Two distinct models for 9 will be considered. One model is the class 
F&,E described in Section 2, with a, and E assumed to satisfy (2.1) and (2.2) 
so that the unknown parameter 0 is identifiable. The second model con- 
sidered is the class 4 _ oO,b,,, of distribution functions F which have density 
functionfon [-a,, 6,], but are otherwise unknown, wherefis assumed to 
be a known absolutely continuous density function satisfying the following 
conditions: 
.0x-h) *“f-b) for XE {max[ --a,, -h, + h], min[b,, a, + h]}, 
for all h E (0, a, + ho); (3.2) 
J‘ ix i Cf’(412/f(4) dx < WJ. (3.3) -uo 
Note that from conditions (3.1) and (3.2) it follows that the unknown 
parameter 6 in model ( 1.1) is identifiable. 
The notation F will be used to denote either F& or Yr&oo,60, for results 
in this section which apply to both models. We wrote in general that an F 
in 9 has density f on the set [--a,,, 6,], with the understanding that 
a,= b, when 9 = 9&,. Note that in the model F&,, the density f on 
[--a,, uo] is unknown and symmetric (J(x) = (1 -E) 4(x)+&g(x) for 
unknown g symmetric on [--a,, a,]), whereas in the model Pr--uO.bO,, f on 
[ -a,, b,] is known and may be asymmetric. Ideally one would like to 
study a model more general than either Fj,,,,., or FL _ u0,60,, such as a known 
asymmetric densityfon [--a,, b,] contaminated, with probability E, by an 
unknown distribution. Unfortunately, it is easy to see that the parameter 8 
is unidentifiable in such a model. 
Throughout this section the sequence of design matrices in model (1.1) 
will be assumed to satisfy the following conditions: 
sup{(c,l:n= 1,2 ,... ;i=l,..., n;j=l,..., p)<K (3.4) 
for some fixed K > 0; and 
iim [CC/n] = Co, (3.5) ,I - cc 
where Co is a fixed, positive definite matrix. 
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For any fixed c and d satisfying 0 < c < d < co, let Ycc,d3 denote the class 
of functions I& [w -+ IL! which have a continuous derivative on R and which 
satisfy 1+5(x) = 0 whenever x4 [c, d]. We remark that the assumptions that 
tj and tj’ are continuous are quite strong, and could probably be relaxed to 
allow for discontinuous I+VS. However this would entail additional com- 
plications in the subsequent theory. 
We propose to estimate 8 in the model by solving (specifying some 
appropriate uniquely-defined solution) the system of equations 
;cl Ci+(X;-Cle)= f ci[+(X)f(-x)dx, (3.6) 
r=l 
where cl is the ith row of the matrix C, and where $ is a specified member 
of yc-00.431. Note that the right-hand side of (3.6) is unambiguously 
defined when 9 = 4 ~ UO,bOl because f is known on [ -a,, b,] and 
ICI E y(C-ao.bol vanishes off [--a,, b,]. In the model F = 9&, where f is 
unknown but symmetric on [ --a,, a,], we adopt the convention of con- 
sidering only G’s in y[ -uo,aol which are skew-symmetric 
C+(x) = -Ic/( -x)1, so that the right-hand side of (3.6) is equal to 0 for all 
FE PUO,.t:. 
For $ E YrUo,bO, and t E Rp, we define 
H,(t)=: .f Cij $(X-Clt) f(x) dx 
r=l 
and 
Note that the random vector H,*(t) depends upon the random vector 
x= (Xl )...) X,,) which is assumed to be a random sample from some FE% 
(Eo.c or 4 - uo.bol ). In this notation, Eq. (3.6) becomes H,*(t) = H,(O). 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that in the model (1.1) the true value of the 
unknown parameter 8 is 8,. Let $ be a function in Yc~oo~~03 which satisfies 
1 $(x) f ‘(x) dx # 0. Suppose that 8”) is a consistent sequence of estimators 
of 6 satisfying 
P{@“) satisfies (3.6)) + 1 as n -+ co. (3.7) 
Then n’/2(&)- ~9,) converges in distribution to the multivariate normal 
distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix C; ’ V( $I, f ), where 
(3.8) 
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Proof We first show that n”‘[H,*(@“‘) - H,(O)] + 0 in probability. 
Let E > 0 be fixed. Then since, for each 12, the event { nl” ]H,(@“)) - 
H,(O)] <E} contains the event {H,*(8(“)) - H,(O) = 01, we have that 
P{,1’2Hn*(e^(n’)-Hn(0)l <&) 2 P{Hn*(e(n’)-H,(0)=O}. 
Since by hypothesis (3.7), the right-hand side of the inequality + 1 as 
n -+ co, we must have the left-hand side + 1 as n + co. Thus we have shown 
that n”*[H~(&‘) - H,(O)] + 0 in probability. 
Now since II/ has a continuous derivative, the mean value theorem yields 
H;(e)-H.*(e,)=;,~ c,[lj(xj-c;e)-ij(xi-c;e,)] 
,= I 
= -A{!, cic:{~‘[x,-c:e,+y,c1~8,-~~l}~~-~,~, 
(3.9) 
where 0 d yi < 1 for i = l,..., n. Setting 0 = &‘, we obtain 
-d’*[~n*(P) - H,(O)] +d~2[~,*(8,) - H,(O)] 
= t j tic; igf[x,- (‘(8, + r,c;(e, - @~‘)I ) d/2(tP1) - e,). (3.10) 
,=I 
We have seen that -n”*[H,*(&)) - H,(O)] converges in probability to 0. 
Also, it is easily seen that n”‘[H,*(e,) - H,(O)] converges in distribution 
to the normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix 
C,[J Il/*fdx - (j $fdx)‘]. Furthermore 
in probability. To see that (3.11) holds, first note that 
in probability. So to establish (3.11), it suffices to show that 
in probability. But this follows easily from the following three facts: (i) the 
elements of Co are bounded [condition (3.4)]; (ii) 8”) + 8, in probability 
(by hypothesis); and (iii) II/’ is continuous and vanishes outside the com- 
pact set [--a,, b,] (by definition of YIP,,,,), and so r,V is uniformly con- 
tinuous. So (3.11) is established. 
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Since Co is positive definite and since 1 $j- dx = -J $lfdx, it follows that 
the limiting distribution of PZ”*(@~) -t?,) is normal with mean 0 and 
covariance 
We now begin the construction of consistent estimators @“) which satisfy 
(3.6). For a continuously differentiable function y(x) mapping (wp into [wp, 
we will denote the matrix of partial derivatives by +/dx. Also we define a 
norm 11. )I of a matrix A by I/AI/ = Il((a,))= {rnaxluiil: i, j= l,..., p>. The 
following analogue of Lemma 2.2 of Collins [4] is required. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that, in the linear model (1 .l ), the true value of 0 is 
0. Let $ be a member of Yc pu,,+ ,,,,bO- w1 for some w, 0 < w < (a0 + b,)/2, and 
let H, and H,* be as deji’ned before. Then for every 6 E [0, w), 
w?t lK3t) - Hn(t)l: ItI 6 6) T 0 as n-co, (3.12) 
and 
afCYt) aHAt) ~-- 
at at 
as n-+oo. (3.13) 
ProoJ By Chebychev’s inequality, it is easy to show, for every t with 
I tl < 6, that 
W,*(t) - H,(t)1 .) 0 asn-tco. (3.14) 
Since $ E Yr uo+H.,ho-)(.]~ IC/(x-0) . 1s a function of t which is uniformly 
continuous in x and ci. (Recall condition (3.4): sup{ IcV( } 6 K.) Thus for 
every E>O, there exists a finite number of points t,, t2,..., t, such that for 
every t in the compact set {t: I tl 6 6 >, 
max sup sup 1$(X - c$t) - +5(x - cjt,)l <&. 
/= I . . . L i= 1, 2 ,... XE R 
(3.15) 
Hence it follows that 
sup i i c;$(X,-c(t)- f 1$(x-c:t)f(x)dxi 
lrl<Rn j=, r=l 
d sup - ,= ,,,..,L I, ig, c;@(X,-C:t,)- i CiJ ‘!‘(X- clt/)f(x) dX1 
i= I 
+ zE ICY= I cil 
n 
d sup H,*(t,)-HH,(t,) +2&Kp. 
I= I.....L 
(3.16) 
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Because E is an arbitrary given constant, (3.12) follows from (3.14) and 
(3.16). The proof of (3.13) is similar to the proof of (3.12). 1 
Now suppose that (8’“‘) 1s a sequence of estimators of 8 which is con- 
sistent and shift-equivariant, i.e., that { @“‘) satisfies @“‘(x + C’“‘t) = 
@“‘(x) + t. Such sequences of estimators will be constructed (for both 
models F&C and 4 ~ uo,hol ) later in this section. Define 
if there exists 6 ,(n) > 0 such that (3.6) 
has a unique solution ocn’* in the set 
{u: ju-@“‘I} <6,/2 
(3.17) 
otherwise. 
the linear model (1.1) with either 9 = 9#,,, or 
a member of !P[ -“. + n.,hO _ ,,., for some w, 
0 < w < (a0 + b,)/2, which satisfies s @(x) f’(x) dx < 0 for all FE g. Suppose 
also that the rank of CT(“) is p for n 3 p, and that there exists a consistent 
sequence of shif-equivariant estimators {@*‘). Then the sequence of 
estimators 8”‘, defined by (3.17), is consistent and n”2(t?“’ - t3) is 
asymptotically normal with mean 0 and covariance matrix Cc ’ V( $, f ). 
Proof (For convenience, the dependence on n of the S’s in the proof 
below will be suppressed.) Since gcn’ IS shift-equivariant by assumption, so 
is &’ defined by (3.17). So without loss of generality, assume that the true 
value of 0 is 0. 
Note that 
lim afJn(t) -= 
IfI* at 
-Co 1 v+(x) f ‘(x) dx, (3.18) 
where, by assumption, Co is positive definite and j It/(.x) f’(x) dx < 0. By 
Lemma 3.1, (3.18) and the perturbation lemma (see Ortega and Rhein- 
bolt [9]), it follows that for any a>O, there exists h2(a)>0 such that 
P, 
( > 
i;E, +l as n-,cO, 
i= I 
where the events Ej are defined by 
E,:sup{IIH,,(t)--H(t)ll: ItI <6,(a)} <a, 
E, : sup 
ill 
F-yii: Itl<6,(a)}<a,and 
(3.19) 
E,: det y # 0 for all t such that (tl < a2(a), 
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Since H(t)-H(O)= --Cr=, c&[j$(x)f’(x)dx+O(l)] t as t +O, 
and since Cr=, c,c(/n + Co as n -+ co, there exist b I > 0 and b3 > 0 such that 
IIWt) - fm)ll 2 6, I4 for Jr/ G&. (3.20) 
Set a, =b,&/4 and 6, =min{w, 6,(aI), S,}. Then (3.19) and (3.20) 
imply that P,[E, n E,] + 1 as n + co, where E4 is the event that H, is a 
one-to-one mapping on the set {t: ItI < 6, }, and ES is the event that H(0) is 
an inner point of the image of the set (t: ltl Q 8, ) under the mapping H,. 
Thus, (3.20) and (3.21) imply that 
PJ(3.6) has a unique solution in the set {t: ItI <6,}] -+ 1 (3.21) 
as n -+ co. Now let 6 > 0 be a number < 6,/4 and repeat the above 
argument (with a suitable choice of constants) to obtain that PF(E6) + 1 as 
n -+ co, where E6 is the event that (3.6) has a unique solution in the set 
(t: ItI 66,) and that th is solution lies in the set (t: 1 tl < S}. But by the con- 
sistency of B(n) and the definition (3.17) of &I, this implies that 
PJ&) is the unique solution of (3.6) in the set 
{t:(tl<6)]-+1 as n-ice. (3.20) 
Since 6 is arbitrary, (3.20) implies that 8’“’ + 0 is probability. Asymptotic 
normality of n1’28’“’ now follows from Lemma 3.1. 1 
To complete the results of this section, it remains to construct consistent 
shift-equivariant “initial” estimators B (n) for each of the models with error 
distribution 5&,, and ~t~UO,bol. We first consider the model F&of Sec- 
tion 2, and obtain consistent estimators by a direct extension of the techni- 
que used in Collins [4] for the location model: namely, to use Newton’s 
method (with a suitable starting point) to solve (3.6) (using + with a 
suitabiy “trimmed-back” support). 
We make the following assumptions in order to simplify the analysis: 
(A.1) In the model F&,, E = 0. 
(A.2) There is a known non-singular p x p matrix A and a known set 
of p rational numbers q,,..., qP with 0 < qi< 1 and Xi”= I qi= 1, such that 
C’“) is determined as follows: Divide Cc”): n x p into p blocks, the ith block 
being nq, x p. For i = l,..., p, set each of the nqi rows of the ith block equal 
to the ith row of A. For this definition to make sense, we define C(“’ only 
for values of n which are multiples of the lowest common denominator of 
the rational 4;s. 
Remark 3.1. Assumption (A.1 ), specifying that the unknown F is 
governed by the standard normal density on its known symmetric center 
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[--a,, a& agrees with the case considered for the location model in Sec- 
tion 2 of Collins [4]. As in the location case, an obvious (but cumbersome) 
modification of the results will yield consistent estimators when the normal 
center on [ -a,, ao] has a small proportion E of unknown but symmetric 
contamination. 
Remark 3.2. Assumption (A.2) reduces the regression problem to a set 
of p location problems. The condition that nqi be an integer is not essential, 
but just makes the proofs less notationally cumbersome. Essentially the 
same results go under the assumption that the proportion of repetitions of 
the ith row of A in the matrix Cc”’ approach some constant qi as n --t 00. 
We now construct shift-equivariant estimator @‘“‘, assuming that FE P& 
and that assumptions (A. 1) and (A.2) hold. Note first that (A.2) implies 
conditions (1.2) and (1.3) since SUP~,~.~ I$)\ = maxi,jladl < co and 
CC/n + C, = A’ Diag( (qi)) A, which is postttve definite, since by 
assumption A is non-singular and each qi is positive. Note also that 
ti E ~[-uo.ool~ H, and H,* can be written as 
H,(t)= ~ UiqiS~(X-Uajt)f(X)dx 
i= I 
and 
H,*(r) = f uiqi y t+!&Y,- a$), 
,=I .j=nQ,-, + I 
where ai denotes the ith row of A, Q0 = 0 and Qi = xi=, qk for i= l,..., p. 
Note further than when $ is a skew-symmetric member of YrPuo,ao,, the 
right-hand-side of Eq. (3.6) (H,*(t) = H,(O)] is equal to 0 for all n and for 
all FE &,,, . 
As in Section 2 of [43, define k = @-‘((l/2) + (IX/~)), where a is defined 
by uO=@-‘(1 -(a/2)), and define c= uO- k. Let II/c be a function in 
‘v,-,,,,, which also satisfies (i) $c is skew-symmetric and (ii) $,(x) >O for 
0 -K x < c. For j = l,..., p, define 
Mj$rz=median of ix@-,+ I) XnQ,-,+2%-l xHQ,> 
and M, = (MI,,,, M2,,,,..., M,,,)‘. Then define @,“’ to be the solution to the 
system of equations A0 = M,, i.e., define 
gg)=~-lM “. (3.21) 
Now define g(H) as the Newton’s method solution of (3.6) as follows: 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let 
gpl &p- afCYt) -I at I=@; > 
-I 
Hf(&“‘) for k =O, 1, 2 ,... (3.22) 
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where &“) = A - ‘M, . Then set 
/ 
lim gp’ if this limit exists 
g(n)= k+m (3.23) 
Bb”) otherwise. 
In particular if the matrix aH,*( t)/ar(, = #;I is singular for some k, then we 
define PC”) = iJ@) 0 . 
Since g(” is clearly shift-equivariant, we can assume without loss of 
generality that the true value of 8 is 0. The mean idea of the proof of the 
consistency of gcn) is as follows. First we note that the limiting value of each 
Mj,n as n -+ co is the median of the error distribution, denoted by m(F), so 
that the limiting value of &,“) is Q, defined by 
t3; = A -‘(m(F),..., m(F))‘. (3.24) 
Also the limiting form of (3.22) as n + cc is obtained by replacing the ran- 
dom function H,* by the limiting function H,, (which under (A.2) no longer 
depends on n). Lemma 3.3 below, which is the analogue of Lemma 2.1 of 
141, shows that the Newton’s method solution of the limiting equation 
converges to 0, (the true value of 0). In preparation for Lemma 3.3, we 
define the norm 11 . IIA 
IIda= max WI, /= I....,p (3.25) 
and set D= {PER’? ljtll <k} and iJ= {tERP: lltll,dk}. 
LEMMA 3.3. Consider the linear model (1.1) under assumptions (A. 1) and 
(A.2)Juppose that ll/< is as defined above and suppose that the true value of 
8 is 0. Then (i) aH,(t)/at is non-singular .for all t E D and (ii) the Newton’s 
method iterates 
@+, =e,*- C(aH,(t)lat)l,=e;l~‘H,I(e;,*) (3.26) 
with starting value t3,* (defined by (3.24)) are well-defined, remain in D and 
converge to 0. 
Proof. Writing A(alt) = f 1+9,(x- a,ft) f(x) dx, so that H,,(t) = H(t) = 
C,“=, aiqiL(a,! t), routine calculations show that 
aH(t)/at= -A’.Diag((q,)).Diag((-l(a;t))). A (3.27) 
and 
det(OH(t)/&)= fi (-q,;l(alt))(det A’)(det A). 
,= I 
(3.28) 
683/20J?-5 
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Since qi > 0 for i = l,..., p and det A = det A’ # 0 by assumption, it follows 
that afl(t)/& is non-singular whenever n’(a; t) # 0 for i = l,..., p. But t E D 
implies, by (3.25) and the definition of D, that al t = c,“=, au tj E ( -k, k), so 
that /Z(a,! t) # 0 for i = l,..., p by Lemma 2.1 (iii) of [4]. This proves part (i). 
To prove part (ii), first note that the iterates (3.26) are well-defined since 
dN(t)/at is non-singular on D and it is easily seen that II(dH(t)/i?t)-‘11 is 
bounded for t in B. Note that 
H(t) = A’ Diag((q,))(J.(a; t),..., l(abt))‘, (3.29) 
so that (3.27) and (3.29) yield, after some simplification, 
[dH(t)/dt] -‘H(t) = A -‘(A(a; t)/A’(a; t),..., A(abt)/A’(abt))‘. (3.30) 
By Lemma 2.1 of [4], 
Mt)/A’(t)l < 2 Itl forall te(-k,k) (3.31) 
and -A.(t)/i’(t) has the same sign as t when t E (-k, k). So, using the 
definition of II . /I A, we have 
Ilt - (df-f(t)/at)-‘H(t)(l, = IIt - A -‘((A(a; t)/A’(a; t),..., A(a~t)/A’(a~t))‘IIA 
= II 
(where ((b,)) = ((aii)) - ’ 1 
= max 
I 
< max 
I 
= Iltll, 
- (44t)ll’(a;t)) c a/it, 
i alit, t (by (3.31 )I 
(3.32) 
By (3.32), there exists c1< 1 such that 
ll~-~~~~~~l~~~~‘~~~~ll.Q~ll~ll. for all t E D. (3.33) 
Since 08 ED, it follows that all the iterates 6,* in (3.26) lie in D and satisfy 
118:IIA~CIIlek*-I/IA~ClkIledII. Since Cc-Cl, limk,,,118,*11.=0, SO that 
lim k-m tI,* =O, completing the proof of (ii). 1 
As in the analogous proof for the location model case [4], consistency of 
the estimator @” (Definition 3.1) follows from Lemma 3.3 and weak con- 
vergence of Hz(t) to H(t), dH~(t)/h to ii/f(t)/& and @‘I to 0:. Since the 
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details are considerably more complicated than the proof in the location 
case (Theorem 2.1 of [4]), the reader is referred to Sheahan [lo] for a 
proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Under the assumptions for Lemma 3.3, g(“’ converges in 
probability to 0 as n -+ m. 
We know construct a shift-equivariant consistent initial estimator 8’“’ 
when the error distribution model is 9r&u,,bol. That is, assume now that the 
error distribution F has a known (and not necessarily symmetric) density f 
on the known set [-a,, 6,] and is otherwise unknown. Also assume con- 
dition (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) hold so that 8 is identifiable. For this case, we 
shall only assume that the sequence of design matrices in model (1.1) 
satisfies (3.4) and (3.5) (sup lciil < K and C’C/n -+ Co where C,, is positive 
definite. ) 
LEMMA 3.4. Under conditions (3.4) and (3.5) on C, there exist disjoint 
subsets A”’ (j = l,..., p) of th e natural numbers, and fixed vectors d, 
(j= I,..., p) in Rp such that, forj= I,..., p, ct-+dj as l+co but IEA”); and 
furthermore det D = det(d; ,..., db) # 0. 
Proof Condition (3.4) ensures the existence of accumulation points 
d 1,..., d, in RP (with some of these points possibly equal to others). Sup- 
pose that det D =O. Then there exists at least one pair di, dj such that 
did,=O. So if c,-+di as r+co with reA(“, and if c,+dj as s-00 with 
s E A”‘, then we would have lim, _ o. cic,/n = lim,, _ o. c:c,/n = 0, con- 
tradicting the non-singularity of C, in condition (3.5). 1 
Define, ALj) = Aj n { l,..., n} and let Nj be the cardinality of A?) for 
j= I,..., p. Define, for j= l,..., p, 
f I()(x; X, 0) = 
[ N,Y2] 
C r(aSN/‘I<X,-c;8~ajN,)} 
Ni(aO + bO) k E Ay 
(3.34) 
for a~~~‘, <x<ajNI), I= l,..., [N,Y2], where ahNO’= -a,, alNI)= -a,+ 
(6, + ao)/[IVi’2]),..., azI/zl = -ao+(bo+ao)[N~~2]/[N,!~2]=b0. (Here [y] 
denotes the largest integer 6 y, and I( B} denotes the indicator function of 
a set B.) Now let 8’) be defined as the point in Rp which satisfies 
i Jbo [f(x)- f;)(x; A’, 8’“‘)]2 dx 
.,=, -uo 
= inf 
OERP. 
i ibo [f(x) - f 2)(x; X, @I2 dx. 
J=I - aI 
(3.35) 
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The motivation for the definition of 8”‘) by (3.35) is as follows. Because 
of Lemma 3.4, each of the X, - c;8 corresponding to k E A j,” have 
approximately the same distribution since X, - cb6I z Xk - d,‘O for large k, 
so that the regression problem here becomes asymptotically p location 
problems if we restrict ourselves to just the X,s corresponding to the A!‘%. 
If 0 is the value of the regression vector, then the X, - c;0 corresponding 
to k E A!/) are approximately i.i.d. with density f on [--a,, 6,]. Dividing 
the interval [--a,, 6,,] into approximately N,Y2 subintervals, one obtains an 
estimate of f on [--a,,, b,] by looking at the relative frequency of 
(X, - c;B)s falling into each sub-interval. (The width of each sub-interval is 
taken to be proportional to N,: ‘I2 so that both the number of sub-intervals 
and the number of observations in each sub-interval approach infinity 
asymptotically). This gives f!,j)(x; X, 0) as estimators of f on [--a,, h,] 
under the assumption that the true value of the regression vector is 6. 
Intuitively a good estimator of the true value of 0 (call it 19,) is obtained by 
choosing 8 so that a reasonably defined “distance” between the set of 
estimators {fy)(x; X, 0):j= l,..., p} and the known densityfon [-a,, h,] 
is minimized. It turns out that when the “distance” is defined to be 
lboUO [f(x) -fy)(x; A’, r3)]’ dx, the resulting minimum distance estimator of 
8 IS consistent. Because the details of the consistency proof are somewhat 
lengthy, we state the result without proof and refer the reader to 
Zheng [ 111 for details. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that in the linear model (1.1) with error dis- 
tributions FL -rr0,601 , assumptions (3.4) and (3.5) hold. Then the estimator gCn’ 
defined by (3.35) is a consistent estimator of 8. 
4. ASYMPTOTICALLY OPTIMAL M-ESTIMATORS 
In Section 3 it was shown that the linear model (1.1) with error dis- 
tribution in the family 9 (either 4 -rro,ho, or 9&J, we can do the following: 
given any $ E y[ -%+ w.bo- w,] for some w, 0 < w  < a, + b,, we can construct 
an M-estimator 0@) = 8’“‘($) such that 6’“) + 6 in probability and 
n (0 ‘I* M) - 6) converges in distribution to the multivariate normal dis- 
tribution with mean 0 and convariance matrix C ’ V(ll/, f ), where 
.,,f)={s" ,2(x)f(x)d~-[I_",,(x)f(x)dx]21 
--uo 
bo 
-00 
(4.1) 
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Denote by Yc-a,,boj the class of I& which lie in Yy, --ug + W.,60 ~ ,,,, for some 
w, 0 <w < (a0 + &J/2. Then a natural optimality problem is to find 
inf tiIE F,-6,b0, supfo 9 V($, f). Consider first the case 9&s, i.e., on the set 
[-a,, a,] the density isf(x) = (1 - E) 4(x) + &g(x) for some unknown g(x) 
symmetric on [ --ao, a,]. Considering only skew-symmetric It/s (for which 
sTq v+(x) f(x) d x vanishes), the problem reduces exactly to the minimax 
variance problem for the location model of Section 2. Thus 
inf sup V(+,f) = l/f?, [(fg)‘/fz,] dx, and it is clear that we can use 
the construction of Section 3 to find &‘) = &‘($zO- ,,.) with 
suPfE 9%E f,?lcl:- IV? f) as close to the infimum as desired (choose w  as close 
to 0 as necessary). 
Now consider the model Fr.-uo,b,,3r i.e., error distributions for which 
the restriction to [--a,, b,] has a known (not necessarily symmetric) 
density J In this case the problem of finding inf[sup{ V($, f): 
F E 9r-o,,b0, }: II/ E !I’/, -UO,boJ reduces to the problem of finding 
inf{ VW S): ti E y, -uo.bol 1 since f is completely known on [ -a,,, h,]. 
THEOREM 4.1. The inji’mum of V(+, f) as + ranges over Y, puO.hoj is 
1 - shoLlo f(x) d,u 
” = jb”c,o Cf’(-412/Yb) Ml - ~‘?J(x) dxl + (JhO,,f’(x) dx)2 
(4.2) 
Proof Let 
“:-.o,b,,, = $: JI is measurable, s 
ho tj’(x)f(x) dx < CO, 
~ a0 
and$(x)=Oifx$(-a,,&,) (4.3) 
Consider !Yu;C_ @,,) as a linear space with the inner product 
($13 11/z>= j-I(I,ILzfd~. 
Define 
Z(x)= :, 
i 
XE(-%,&I) 
x~(-%~hd’ 
Ii/o(x) = $g Z(x), 
and 
(4 +o> 
+,(~)=z(xf-kJ(xf (+o, $o)’ 
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Each + E ‘Y, -a0,60j can be written as 
IC/(x)=k,~,(x)+k,~,(x)+y(x), (4.4) 
where (y, $,,) = (y, $, ) = 0 and k, and k, are constants. Substituting (4.4) 
into (4.1), we obtain 
ul(l, I-) = k~(ll/,,~,)+k:(~,,ICI,)+(Y,Y)-(k,(~,,z)+k,(lCI,,z))2 (kJtio, VW* 
Hence we have 
= inf k~(~,,ICI,)+k:(~,,ICI,)+(Y,Y)-(k,(lC/,,z)+k,(~,,z))* 
k&k, E W (h&O~ w2 
= inf oh131CIo>+~2<$1~ ICI,>-(k(ll/,,Z)+(~,,Z))* 
keR <*m bhJ* 
1 - (4 0 
= (ticI> Il/o)(l - (Z, 0) + ($0, z>* 
1 - p,f(x, fix 
= j!!?~, Cf’(x)121f(x) dx[: 1 - pg(x, dxl + pa0 f’(x) W2’ 
Finally, proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 of Collins [4], it is easy 
to see that 
inf V($,f)= inf V($,f). 1 
*E %r@hO, is ‘l-“~hol 
Note that when a, = b, and f(x) = f( -x) for all x E ( --a,, a,), then 
In particular, Lemma 3.1 of Collins [4] is a special case of Theorem 4.1. 
Also note from the proof of Theorem 4.1 that the (formally) optimal 
II/* in YyPo,,bo, has up to a non-zero constant the form 
c -f’(xMx) f Cl ~~-ao,bo)~ where C is a constant. In the special case where 
a,=&, andf(x)=f(-x) for all XE(--,,,a,), we have C=O. 
We have now shown how to construct sequences of M-estimators of the 
parameter 8 in the linear model which are asymptotically optimal (with 
respect to 9& or 9r-m,bo1) in the special subclass of M-estimators based 
on Ii/s in yc - ao.bo). As in the location sub-model (Sect. 2) one can see that 
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any M-estimator based on a $ # Yyc-oO,hO, must have a non-zero asymptotic 
bias for some ~EP(F~~,, or Yr-no,bo3). This observation can be used to 
show asymptotic optimality (in a suitably defined sense) among all M- 
estimators of 8. It is clear that one can state and prove for the linear model 
problem a suitable analogue of the optimality result (Theorem 2.1) for the 
location submodel. 
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